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• Are You Triggered?

Statement of the Problem:

● What is the problem in this experiment? The problem in this experiment is to test to see how
horses variously react to constant triggers. I want to do this experiment because I have always
been interested in horses and how to train and work with them. The information in this
experiment will benefit others because horse owners may want to know a specific horse’s fear
so they can work with that horse and individually overcome it.

Objective:

• In this experiment, I am going to be testing to see how different triggers variously stimulate horse
emotions. Horses have many types of reactions and sometimes respond differently than others. I
will be trying to receive the following reactions out of my horses: surprise/fear, wariness,
drowsiness, anger, and attention.

Hypothesis:
• I hypothesize that each horse will have a different reaction to each trigger rather than having the
same response. Each horse is expected to respond differently over the 10 trials of each trigger, but
there will most likely be a similarity from each individual horse with their response. I believe this
because research states that horses have “triggers that can be very specific to places or things the
horse remembers as being overwhelming…” according to Will Clinging from horsejournals.com. All
horses have certain trigger points that can cause them to react differently. Therefore, a green
(young) or untrained horse will likely react differently than an old, trained, and retired horse.

● https://www.horseillustrated.com/equine-emotional-intelligence
● https://www.horsejournals.com/riding-training/general/schooling/trigger-points-horse
● https://horserookie.com/animal-whisperer-do-horses-have-emotions-and-feelings/
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSDBbelKSt0
● https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6269543/
● https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-35522233

Materials:

https://www.horsejournals.com/riding-training/general/schooling/trigger-points-horses
https://www.horseillustrated.com/equine-emotional-intelligence
https://www.horsejournals.com/riding-training/general/schooling/trigger-points-horses
https://horserookie.com/animal-whisperer-do-horses-have-emotions-and-feelings/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSDBbelKSt0
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6269543/
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-35522233


● 5- horses (all seen in Figures 2-6)
● 5- 10’ Lead ropes (1 per halter)
● 1- Hula-Hoop with internal rainmaker beads
● 1- Tarp
● 1- ¾ full 1 gallon bucket (approx) of horse grain (any brand)
● 1- Empty plastic water bottle
● 1- Notebook (for recording data)
● 1- pencil/pen (for recording data)
● 1- iPhone (for taking videos)
● 1- Partner (someone to record while you are performing trigger)
● 1- 60’ diameter round pen

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Dependent- the difference between responses/reactions
● Independent- the trigger (what I do to get the response)

Procedure:

1. Gather your materials
2. Have your 5 horses in a large area. (This is where you will perform your triggers)
3. Get ANGER out of your horses. (This trigger can be dangerous so make sure you have someone

to help you and beware of kicking/biting horses.)
a. Have your 5 horses in your round pen. Bring out your ¾ full bucket of grain. Hold your

bucket out and get your horses’ attention. Once your horses walk up to the gate, shake
the bucket. That horses will most likely show anger to each other because they are all
sitting at the gate waiting for food, so record and take “stills” (pictures that you take
during the videoing process) to catch their faces and reactions. When a horse shows
anger to the others, pull them out of the round pen and repeat for the rest of the
horses. Log how each horse reacted. (Example: ears pinned, teeth bared, trying to kick)

4. Get ATTENTION out of your horses.
a. Have your 5 horses in your large area. Grab your water bottle and stand about 10 feet

away from all your horses. Squeeze the water bottle to make it crinkle standing about 10
feet away from the horses. Have your partner record/take photos and log their
reactions. (Example: ears forward, head up)

5. Get DROWSINESS out of your horses.
a. Do this by performing what is called the “Trust Technique”. (This trigger will take a bit of

extra time.) Have your horse about 5 feet away from you, sit down or stay standing and
stay still and silent. Stare somewhere where your horses are not and try to not think
about anything. Your horses should start blinking and might lie down. Do this for 30
second intervals. Have your partner record this and write down their responses.
(Example: eyes shut/blinking, laying down/standing with head drooped, ears relaxed and
angled back)

6. Get WARINESS out of your horses.
a. Walk out to where your horses are in the large area. Start slowly approaching them with



the tarp over your head and wrapped around you. Have your partner notify you the
moment your horses react, then stop your action. Have your partner log what your
horses are doing. (Example: ears slightly angled back, looking curiously, shying away)  If
the horses don’t respond, stop once you are right next to your horses. Make sure your
partner is recording and taking photos.

7. Get SURPRISE/FEAR out of your horses.
a. Walk out to your horses in the large area with your hula-hoop in hand. Stand about 5

feet away from them and hit it against the ground. The horses will most likely react
immediately, have your partner recording to catch their reactions. Log how they reacted.
(Example: ears angled back, eyes wide, nostrils flared, ran away)

8. Repeat each trigger 5 times each
9. Graph your results from all of your recorded data

Results:

• The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 5 triggers, some horses had
100% reaction rates, and others had less, proving that horses do react in various ways to
constant triggers. The surprise/fear trigger had an average of 80% reaction rate. The
drowsiness trigger had an average of 96% reaction rate. The wariness trigger had an average
of 72% reaction rate. The anger trigger had an average of 76% reaction rate. The attention
trigger had an average of 100% reaction rate. My data shows that when given a certain trigger,
horses react in various ways.

Anger Attention Drowsiness Surprise/ Fear Wariness

Breezy 80% 100% 100% 80% 80%

Duchess 40% 100% 100% 100% 80%

Joe 100% 100% 80% 100% 60%

Lena 60% 100% 100% 20% 40%

Scooter 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Responded 76% 100% 96% 80% 72%

Not Responded 24% 0% 4% 20% 28%

Breezy Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction:
Relaxed/ angled back
ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Ears pinned Forward Ears Relaxed/ angled ears
back, shut-eyes

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped, ran away

Ears angled back,
backing off

Trial 2 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, shut-eyes

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped, ran

Ears angled back, ran
away



Trial 3 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed ears, shut-
eyes

Walked away and
dismissed trigger

Ears angled back,
walked away

Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Ears to side, jogged off Sniffed, stayed put,
dismissed trigger

Trial 5 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Jumped, side ears,
walked away

Ears to side, backed off

Response Percentage 80% response 100% response 100% response 80% response 80% response

Duchess Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction:
Relaxed/ angled back
ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed/ angled ears
back, blinking

Ears to side, eyes wide,
ran away

Ears angled back,
backing off

Trial 2 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears

Ears to side, walked
away

Ears angled back,
bolted

Trial 3 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Ears angled back,
walked away

Ears angled back,
bolted

Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Ears angled back,
walked away

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Trial 5 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Ears angled back,
walked away

Ears back, backed away

Average 40% response 100% response 100% response 100% response 80% response

Joe Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction:
Relaxed/ angled back
ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking

Ears to the side, walked
away

Ears angled back,
backing off

Trial 2 Pinned ears, bit and
chased another horse

Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking, dropped
head

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped

Ears angled back,
walked away

Trial 3 Pinned ears, kicked Forward ears Relaxed ears, chewing,
blinking

Ears angled back,
jumped

Walked away,
dismissed trigger



Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Didn’t drop head, alert
to outside items

Ears to side, walked
away

Ears angled back,
backed off

Trial 5 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Jumped, ears to side,
walked away

Walked away,
dismissed trigger

Average 100% response 100% response 80% response 100% response 60% response

Lena Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction:
Relaxed/ angled back
ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking

Ears to the side, eyes
wide, jumped

Ears angled back,
slowly approached

Trial 2 Pinned ears Forward ears Relaxed ears, blinking,
chewing, yawned

Stayed put, sniffed,
dismissed trigger

Ears angled back,
jogged off

Trial 3 Shared with another
horse

Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Sniffed and stayed put

Trial 4 Pinned ears Ears forward Immediately dropped
hear, relaxed ears

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Approached, stayed
put, dismissed trigger

Trial 5 Shared with another
horse

Ears forward Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Stayed put, dismissed
trigger

Average 60% response 100% response 100% response 20% response 40% response

Scooter Anger
(Key Reaction: Pinned
ears)

Attention
(Key Reaction: Forward
ears)

Drowsiness
(Key Reaction:
Relaxed/ angled back
ears)

Surprise/Fear
(Key Reaction: Ears to
the side, eyes wide)

Wariness
(Key Reaction: Ears
angled back, backing
off)

Trial 1 Pinned ears, chased
another horse

Forward ears, slowly
approached

Relaxed/ angled back
ears, blinking

Ears to the side, eyes
wide, snorting, ran

Ears angled back,
jumped and jogged off

Trial 2 Pinned ears Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears

Ears to the side, eyes
wide, snorting, jumped

Ears angled back, ran
away

Trial 3 Pinned ears, chased
another horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
blinking

Ears to side, eyes wide,
jumped, snorting

Ears angled back,
backed off, snorting

Trial 4 Pinned ears Forward ears Alert to outside
distractions at first,
dropped head, relaxed
ears

Ears to side, walked
away, snorting

Ears angled back,
backed off, snorting



Trial 5 Pinned ears, chased
another horse

Forward ears Immediately dropped
head, relaxed ears,
shut-eyes

Ears to side, jogged off Ears back, backed away

Average 100% response 100% response 100% response 100% response 100% response





Conclusion:
1. In this experiment my objective was testing to see how different triggers variously
stimulate horse emotions. Horses have many types of reactions and sometimes respond
differently than others. I will be trying to receive the following reactions out of my horses:
surprise/fear, wariness, drowsiness, anger, and attention.



2.  I hypothesize that each horse will have a different reaction to each trigger rather than
having the same response. Each horse is expected to respond differently over the 10 trials of
each trigger, but there will most likely be a similarity from each individual horse with their
response. I believe this because research states that horses have “triggers that can be very
specific to places or things the horse remembers as being overwhelming…” according to
Will Clinging from horsejournals.com. All horses have certain trigger points that can cause
them to react differently. Therefore, a green (young) or untrained horse will likely react
differently than an old, trained, and retired horse. My hypothesis was correct because horse
do indeed react in various ways to constant emotion triggers.

3.  The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 5 triggers, some horses
had 100% reaction rates, and others had less, proving that horses do react in various ways to
constant triggers. The surprise/fear trigger had an average of 80% reaction rate. The
drowsiness trigger had an average of 96% reaction rate. The wariness trigger had an average
of 72% reaction rate. The anger trigger had an average of 76% reaction rate. The attention
trigger had an average of 100% reaction rate. My data shows that when given a certain
trigger, horses react in various ways.

4. As an equestrian and a horse enthusiast, I enjoy working with and training horses, which
triggered my curiosity to learn more about horse reactions and how each response is
individually personalized to each horse.

5. If I were to do this experiment again, I would have a larger sample size to make my data
more valid and accurate. I would also use a variety of animals including horses, goats, sheep,
dogs, cats, humans, etc., to compare how differently animals react to constant triggers.

Pictures and additional photos:

https://www.horsejournals.com/riding-training/general/schooling/trigger-points-horses


Figure 1- Emotions I will be trying to receive from each horse through triggers

Figure 2- Breezy



Figure 3- Duchess

Figure 4- Joe



Figure 5- Leena

Figure 6- Scooter



Figure 7- Attention trigger performed on Breezy

Figure 8- Drowsiness trigger performed on Duchess



Figure 9- Joe showing anger

Figure 10- Performing fear trigger on Scooter

Figure 11-Performing wariness trigger on Lena


